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The Big Picture: In Focus
The following is excerpted from the March 2004 issue of Release 1.0.

Technorati: We see the conversation
BY CHRISTINA KOUKKOS

“I founded Technorati because I wanted to know who was talking about me,” says CEO and founder
Dave Sifry, who was previously CTO and founder of Linuxcare and CTO and founder of WiFi technology provider Sputnik. “The infrastructure of the Web is changing. An increasing number of people are
using new tools to create content and publish it to the Web - weblogging software, camera phones causing an explosion of user-generated content. The business opportunity is to aggregate this and provide back a mirror of what’s going on in real-time - around individuals, or companies, or competitors. .
.whatever someone might want to explore or track.”
In essence, Technorati takes Google’s fascination with links into the new world of the blogosphere and
opens up a lot of specific information beyond just “search relevance.” It allows users to see which bloggers
are linking to a particular Web page – its “cosmos” – as well as to search by keyword or URL, with results
ranked either by time (the most recently published page that mentions the subject or links to the URL) or
“blog authority” (the most linked-to blogs or websites that mention the subject or link to the URL).
“Try to find out anything on Google or Yahoo! that happened in the last two weeks and that’s not breaking news,” says Sifry. “You’re lucky if you pick up a PR release. But we’re built into the real-time blogging
infrastructure.” Technorati has published an open API and persuaded the major blogging tool vendors
to use it; blogs published with those tools automatically ping Technorati each time they are updated.
Technorati gets about 150,000 pings per day. This API is something any search engine could adopt, but
Technorati has built relationships with publishers over time and now covers many more blogs than its
competitors – about 2 million, with 100 million active links. For companies such as Google and Yahoo!,
he contends, “adding such a capability would be an unnatural act; they are set up for a different model.”
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Sifry continues, “The Googles and Inktomis do documents. We recognize that documents come from people. So we look at the social
aspects: blogrolls, who quotes whom, who has influence. Because
we understand time, we can watch how influence spreads and how
opinion focuses, changes and moves on. We see the blogosphere as a
giant threaded conversation, and we are discovering and tracking
the thought leaders and early adopters.”
Once you have such basic data, you can find out lots of interesting
things about the “shape” of the overall conversation or of any particular cluster: The service publishes lists such as the top 100 websites linked to by blogs, interesting newcomers, the products (mostly
books) and news stories that are generating the most buzz among
bloggers, and so on. Users can also set up watchlists to track commentary by keywords or URLs – a buzzmeter, basically.
One interesting fact about the blogosphere that Technorati visualizes is its long tail. In most endeavors, the top end of the market –
say, blogs with 1000 inbound links – would take the majority of the
market share. But in the case of blogs, because they are so cheap and
easy to publish, the tail end of the market accounts for a huge
amount of fragmented activity. In fact, notes Sifry, citing figures
from the site: “There are only 6,905 weblogs with inbound links
from 50 or more unique blogs. There are 15,872 with 25 or more
and 97,854 weblogs with 5 or more. There are 1.4 million blogs with
no inbound links at all.” Technorati measures the stats this way to
avoid overcounting blog-link spam.
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Technorati is still relatively small, operating on 24 Linux servers, but
it is optimized to manage a seven-minute latency. It adds 12,000
new blogs a day (and sees about a third of the new ones wither away
after three months).
Technorati’s business model is to sell such watchlist services, with
various enhancements, to marketers and PR firms, Wall Street and
other market analysts and others for whom real-time market information is money.
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